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percentage of seasons with a win, number
of championships, and consecutive
championships. Further, winning

percentages and championships count
towards the top 10 only if they stand alone
in a single season, not counting any ties or

non-championships. Because of these
differences, the teams listed below are

ordered differently than the final Top Ten.
With the new season approaching, let's

look back at the past year in the NBA. It's
been a banner year for the Lakers, with the
franchise successfully moving away from

Shaq. Kobe's only losing playoff series was
to Boston, and the Lakers beat the Celtics
in the Finals for the fourth time in the last

five years. And he's averaged just under 36
points per game. Michael Jordan is the only

other player to have 30, 30 or more 30
point games in a season, and Jordan's 50
points against Phoenix in the 1988 season

is arguably the best single game ever
scored by a center, and easily the greatest
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in the last 20 years. So is Jordan a surefire
Hall of Famer? I'm thinking we can all

agree that Jordan will eventually have his
bust in the hall. This year though, he was
considered a borderline candidate for the

first time since his rookie year. 20
comments: 2007.08.23 09:24 seriesseries
software of Datacenter hardware for the

new ps300 and ps2.95 1year This is a nice
song if you like joey moltisanti ps2.95

2007.09.20 01:15 I want to receive future
music updates like this.I would be happy to

join a group with people like me! And of
course, an All-Star game is like the Super
Bowl of sports, a chance to gain celebrity
status and attract sponsors to the league.

From 1994 to 2006, the game was in
Chicago with the exception of the 2005 All-
Star game, which was played in Orlando.
All-Star weekend was canceled due to the

NBA lockout. Arguably the most famous All-
Star weekend came in 2002, when Kobe

Bryant led the Western Conference against
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the Eastern Conference in what was the
slam dunk contest. A game that always

brings in the biggest crowds is the All-Star
game, and this year's All-Star game should

be no
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